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UK: HOUSE PRICE INFLATION TOPPING OUT 

Berenberg Macro Flash 

 
June RICS house price net 

balance, June 

Actual 53 

Previous 56 

Consensus 55 

Berenberg 55 

 
House price inflation is topping out at about 10% yoy, and the risks to future gains are more balanced. Approach-
ing interest rate hikes and talk from the BoE about housing risks have cut exuberance in the housing market. The RICS 
housing survey price balance slipped to 53, from 56 in June. That is still very elevated, but estate agents’ price expectations 
have also come down from the stratosphere, particularly in London. New buyer enquiries are rising more gradually while 
more supply is coming on to the market which should help price rises stabilise around current rates. 
 
The change in sentiment in London stands out. Price pressure is slowing most in the capital, according to RICS. The 
price balance fell to 31 reflecting a big increase in new homes coming to the market combined with a fall in new buyers in 
the capital – it stands out for having rising net supply. The London price expectations balance turned negative. With valua-
tions stretched, London buyers are the most vulnerable to interest rate hikes and tougher affordability checks demanded by 
new rules could bite the most in the capital. Those checks will have been less significant elsewhere. 
 
Reaction to BoE housing market measures? The sharp change in London trends may also be a reaction to BoE and 
banks’  measures to restrict very high loan-to-value ratio mortgages. The central bank has been talking the talk on housing 
for some months but has now finally started walking the walk. That could be significant for buyer sentiment. Although the 
actual measures will not bite immediately, it is a signal of intent that highly leveraged London buyers may be reacting to 
most. 
 
Keep these moves in perspective. House price inflation is stabilising but most indicators remain very strong. Price expec-
tations are still not far off the peaks during the last boom, while market tightness actually increased further this month, 
notwithstanding the loosening in London. As the chart shows, these measures point to price inflation stabilising around 
10% yoy. Economic conditions remain very supportive. Interest rates are low and will stay that way for the next couple of 
years, employment is booming and consumer confidence is high. As the experience of the last boom shows, there can be 
significant swings in indicators from time-to-time without really reflecting changes the underlying pressures very much. 
 

 
RICS series show net percentage balances. House price inflation is the average of the Halifax and Nationwide. Sources: RICS, Halifax, Na-
tionwide 
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This message has been produced for information purposes for institutional investors or market professionals, it is not a 

financial analysis within the meaning of § 34b or § 31 of the German Securities Trading Act (Wertpapierhandelsgesetz), no 

investment advice or recommendation to buy financial instruments. The message does not claim completeness regarding the 

information on the developments referred to in it. On no account should it be regarded as a substitute for the recipient’s 

procuring information for himself or exercising his own judgements. The message may include certain descriptions, state-

ments, estimates, and conclusions underlining potential development based on assumptions, which may turn out to be 

incorrect. Berenberg and/or its employees accept no liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss or damages of 

any kind arising out of the use of this message or any part of its content. -- For full economics reports please visit our 

website or contact capitalmarkets@berenberg.de.  
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